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Abstract
This review examines the influences of teacher­mentor relationships on noviceteachers’ learning to teach and the program and school contexts shaping thisrelationship during teacher induction. It reviews systematically four bodies ofempirical literature since 1995. They include the studies on the consequences ofwhat mentors and novices do for novices’ learning to teach and their studentperformances, the role of what mentors and novices brought into theirrelationship that shapes teacher mentoring relationship, the impacts ofmentoring programs on mentor­novice relationships, and the influences ofschool contexts on mentor­novice relationships. The findings, researchmethodologies, and future directions for research about teacher mentoringrelationship are synthesized and discussed in each section and at the end.
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Schwille, Carver, & Yusko, 1998), it is less conceptually clear what thegood relationship means, what shapes this relationship, and what are theempirical bases for this assumption if any in the teacher inductionliterature (Wang & Odell, 2007). The major problem for a clearconception about mentoring relationships is that teacher inductionprograms are often developed for different purposes. Some are designedto keep beginning teachers in the teaching profession as many quitteaching within five years (Ingersoll & Smith, 2004; Smith & Ingersoll,2004). Some are developed to socialize beginning teachers into theexisting culture of teaching (Feiman­Nemser & Parker, 1992a). Othersaim to support beginning teachers to develop professional teachingpractices as expected by the professional standards and communitiesthat are assumed to influence the important learning of all kinds ofstudents and different from existing teaching practices (Cochran­Smith& Lytle, 1999). The various goals of mentoring often require differentkinds of mentor­novice relationships that again can be constrained andfacilitated by different factors and contexts in the schools and districtswhere these relationships are situated (Wang & Odell, 2002).Substantial earlier research on teacher mentoring at the inductionlevel has been systematically reviewed and synthesized with a focus onthe interpersonal and technical aspects of the mentoring relationship thatserves for the purposes of beginning teacher retention (Gold, 1990;Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Strong, 2005). A conceptual review has beenconducted to help define the role of teacher mentoring in helpingbeginning teachers develop professional teaching practice (Feiman­Nemser et al., 1998). The research studies on whether teacher mentoringprograms and practices in teacher induction can influence beginningteachers’ teaching practices has also been reviewed (Ingersoll & Strong,2011; Wang, Odell, & Schwille, 2008).These reviews help clarify the theoretical and empiricalunderstandings about the role of teacher mentoring programs in helpingretain beginning teachers in teaching and develop a clear understandingof the purpose and reasons for using teacher induction programs to
lthough good teacher mentoring is presumably important tosupport beginning teacher retention and professionaldevelopment during teacher induction (Feiman ­ Nemser,A
improve beginning teachers’ teaching practice as expected by theprofession. However, few systematic reviews have been conducted tosynthesize and clarify the empirical literature on the nature andcharacteristics of mentoring relationships and their role in mediating theinfluences of induction and mentoring programs and school contexts onbeginning teachers’ learning to develop teaching practices that are inalignment with the professional knowledge and standards (Wang &Odell, 2007).We believe that such a review on teacher mentoring relationships isnecessary for several reasons. First, any expected results of beginningteachers’ learning to teach professionally under the influences ofmentoring in induction have to be realized through mentor­novicerelationships with certain characteristics (Wang & Odell, 2007). Thesecharacteristics may not serve well for all the other purposes of theinduction program and thus, it is important to develop an appropriateunderstanding about these characteristics of teacher mentoringrelationships.Second, these important characteristics of mentoring relationshipscan be shaped, to an extent, by many factors (Feiman­Nemser & Parker,1992b; Wang & Odell, 2002), which may include the personalcharacteristics of the mentor and novice themselves, the relevantinduction program policies, implementations, and supports, and theculture and organization of teaching in the school contexts wherevarious mentoring relationships are situated (Carver & Katz, 2004).Thus, it is necessary to understand properly the influences of variouspersonnel, programs, and school factors that can shape the teachermentoring relationships.Third, although many empirical studies have been conducted toaddress the above issues, they are scattered and embedded in differentkinds of literature in the fields of teacher education, teacher induction,teacher learning, and various subject education. Thus, it is necessary todevelop a clear conception and a systematic synthesis about the body ofliterature on mentoring relationships that serve for beginning teachers’learning to teach professionally (Wang & Odell, 2007).This review study conceptualizes and reviews the relevant literatureon mentor­novice relationships during induction that influence theoutcome and process of novice teachers’ learning to teach professional­
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ly. We believe that such a review can help clarify and strengthen thenecessary knowledge base for policy makers and program developersto develop effective mentoring that supports novice teachers learningto teach professionally and identify the useful and specific directionstowards which the teacher mentoring researcher community canfurther move the field forward.
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Review Focuses and Rationales
In this review, we focus on the kind of mentoring relationship with twoconceptual boundaries, which guide our search and selection of theliterature. First, we focus on the teacher mentoring relationship in theteacher induction period when beginning teachers are in the first twoyears of their teaching after receiving their initial teacher preparationas typically defined by the literature (Odell & Huling, 2000). In somecases, we include the studies on beginning teachers’ yearlonginternship within the five­year teacher education programs or inalternative route programs since these teachers are often considered asfirst year teachers in the literature.Second, we limit this relationship to the traditionally definedmentoring relationship in which an experienced teacher works with abeginning teacher in the school context (Cochran­Smith & Paris,1995). We do not include other forms of mentoring relationships suchas on­line mentoring, peer mentoring, and team mentoring, etc.We structure our review around the following four bodies ofliterature relevant to the mentor­novice relationships in teacherinduction. First, we examine the empirical literature on whether and towhat extent what mentors and novices do in their relationshipssupports beginning teachers’ learning to teach professionally assuggested (Achinstein & Athanases, 2005; Achinstein & Barrett, 2004;Wang, Strong, & Odell, 2004). Here, the term, “teach professionally,”indicates the kind of teaching expected by the professional standardsand/or developed based on professional knowledge of teaching andlearning to influence student learning effectively, which can bedifferent from the kind of teaching in the existing school contextswhere the teacher mentoring relationships are situated since two kindsof teaching may or may not share these same characteristics and con­
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ceptual bases (Wang & Odell, 2007).Second, we also explore the empirical literature on what mentorsand novices expect of themselves or each other to function in theirrelationship, how they conceptualize teaching and teacher mentoring,their knowledge and skills for teaching and mentoring, and otherpersonal factors that they each bring into their relationships. Wedevelop this focus for our review because the teacher mentoringrelationships are assumed to be shaped by what mentors and novicesbring into their relationship based on the analysis of the cases ofmentor­novice working with each other in the school settings(Bullough & Draper, 2004; Wang & Odell, 2003) and the research onmentoring relationships conducted in non­school environments(Feldman, 1999).Third, we also review the literature on the contexts, such as thepolicies, resources, and implementation of the induction program andthe cultures and organizations of teaching in the schools wherementoring relationships are situated. As suggested in the literature(Feiman­Nemser & Parker, 1992b; Flores & Day, 2006), these contextscan work well, compete, or interfere with each other in exertingconsistent or inconsistent influences on mentoring relationships andconsequently, the different outcomes of novices’ learning to teachprofessionally.
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Review Methodology
An integrative approach is used for this review. In such a review, wedescribe how the issue of our focus is conceptualized within theliterature, analyze how research methods and theories have shaped theoutcomes in the field, and critique the strengths and weaknesses of therelevant literature as suggested (Whittemore & Knafl, 2005).The literature for this review came from three sources. First, wesearched three databases: ERIC, Education Full Text, and ProfessionalDevelopment Collection using the terms, mentor, novice, andrelationship and then using the terms, mentoring and induction.Second, we used our personal collections of articles and book chapterson mentor­novice relationships over the years. Third, we also usedthose relevant studies cited and referenced in the literature we found
through the above search processes. Together, these three searchesproduced about 240 references in all, which included research papers,literature reviews, position papers, and book chapters publishedbetween 1995 and 2011. We limit our literature review to thosepublications after 1995 because the research before this time focusedon teacher mentoring as a practice to retain beginning teachers ratherthan their learning to teach professionally for which many reviewshave already been conducted (Feiman­Nemser et al., 1998).For the process of review, we first read each of these studies thatwe found carefully and eliminated those that did not address anyaspects of the mentoring relationship as defined earlier. Thiselimination led us to about 83 articles and publications with 43empirical studies for this review. Then, we read and categorized thesearticles based on our focuses, synthesized, analyzed, and critiquedthem within each category, and made connections across differentcategories. The specific studies including the authors, participants,methodology, and brief findings of each study that we reviewed ineach of the above section are listed in Table 1 (annexed at the end ofthis article). In the following sections of this review, we first presentthe findings around each of our four review focuses. Then, wesynthesize our overall findings and discuss how well we haveaccomplished our tasks that we intended.
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What Do Mentors and Novice Do in TheirRelationship and Its Consequences
What mentors and novices do in their relationships should be thecentral focus in examining the kinds of influences of mentoringrelationships during induction on novice teachers’ learning to teachprofessionally (Schwille, 2008; Wang et al., 2008). In this section, wereview the studies on what happened in the mentoring relationshipswith a strong focus on their interactions around teaching (Lee & Feng,2007; Shank, 2005; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988) and the influences ofwhat mentors and novices did in their mentoring relationships on whatnovice teachers learned thorough their relationships (Feiman­Nemser,2001; Feiman­Nemser, Parker, & Zeichner, 1993).
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Various mentoring relationships and the relationships that mentors andnovices prefer
Several studies were developed to explore the kinds of mentoringrelationships that exist in induction contexts and what kind ofrelationship mentor and novice teachers themselves prefer or they thinkmost useful for novice teachers’ learning to teach. Emerging from thisbody of literature are the following kinds of relationships and the kindof mentoring relationship that mentors and novices liked mostthemselves.First, three general mentoring relationships are identified by Young,Bullough, Draper, Smith, and Erickson (2005) in different periods ofmentoring during the induction based on their analysis of interviewdata from 18 mentors and 26 novices from an induction program. Theyare (1) the responsive mentoring relationship, in which novices set theaction agenda through questioning and posing concerns for mentorswhile mentors serve as an aide, advisor, cheerleader, resource, or guide.(2) The interactive relationship, in which mentors and novices wouldrecognize each other as peers, bring to the relationship their owncontributions, develop, and adjust the action agenda jointly in responseto interests and desires of both. The mentor in this relationship wascharacterized as a friend, colleague, and trusted advisor. (3) Thedirective mentoring relationship, in which the mentor would takecharge, set the action agenda, develop a clear expectation for novice’sperformance, guide novices toward the expected performance throughmodeling, and offering feedback and direct suggestion. In thisrelationship, the mentor assumed a role as a master teacher, guide, andcoach.Second, mentors and novices in different cultural contexts tendedto favor the responsive mentoring relationship more and see such arelationhsip as effective because it allowed novice teachers’ freedom topursues their own agenda of learning to teach while offering novicesthe support that they needed. Abell, Dillon, Hopkins, McInerney, andO’Brien (1995) interviewed 29 mentors and novices from a state­mandated internship program in the US and found that the novicesneeded the support from their mentors as fledgling teachers whileexpecting their mentors to assume flexible roles based on the interns’
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personal needs. Both mentors and novices in the study preferred toconstruct their relationships jointly based on mutual respect and trust.Lofstrom and Eisenschmidt (2009) came to a similar finding based onthe analysis of thematic interviews with 16 beginning teachers in theinduction program in Estonia. They found that the novices in theirstudy favored the reciprocal mentoring relationship with mutual trust,in which, novices had freedom to pursue their own personalprofessional development while expecting their mentors to be availablefor offering feedback and suggestions for their learning to teach.Drawing on the interviews with 12 secondary and elementarybeginning teachers in Canada, Hellsten, Prytula, Ebanks, and Lai(2009) also found that the novice teachers in their study favored thosementors chosen by themselves based on their own personal needsinstead of those mentors assigned by the program. They stressed thattheir mentors needed to do more than just share their ideas, such asspend more time in socializing them into the teaching profession.Drawing on pre­ and post surveys and semi structured interviews withbeginning teachers in three schools in England, researchers (Harrison,Dymoke, & Pell, 2006) identified beginning teachers’ favoritementoring relationships on their professional development. In thisexpected relationship, mentors were able to model teaching that noviceteachers would like to learn, engage them in discussions, and providefeedback on their teaching while being flexible enough to let noviceteachers broaden their own teaching experiences and to recognize thechallenges that they were facing.Third, other researchers confirmed that novice teachers tended tosee mentors’ professional expertise and local knowledge as less usefulwhen they judged the effectiveness of their mentoring relationshipsbased on their own personal and psychological needs as assumed in theliterature (Wang & Odell, 2002). Greiman, Torres, Burris, and Kitchel(2007) surveyed 40 beginning teachers working with mentors in theirsubject areas but not from their own schools and 40 working withmentors from their school but not in their same subject areas on thepsychological support they received from mentors, theircompatibleness with their mentors, and their satisfaction with theirmentoring relationships. These researchers found that no matterwhether beginning teachers were working with mentors with expertise
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in subject content or local knowledge about their schools, theirpreferred relationship with their mentors and the kind of supportthat they received from their mentors were not statistically different.
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A few studies explore the focuses and patterns of mentor­noviceinteractions around teaching and analyze whether and to what extent,these interactions offered and limited the chances for novices to learnto teach professionally. These focuses and patterns showed in threeareas.First, some researchers (Achinstein & Barrett 2004) showed thepotential role of effective mentors in supporting novices in improvingtheir teaching practice through looking at teaching events alternativelyaround teaching. These researchers collected interviews with mentors,observations of novices’ teaching, and mentor­novice conversations onnovice teachers’ teaching from 15 mentor­novice pairs in a U.S.comprehensive induction program over 2 years in the US. They foundthat the novices in their study often framed the issues related tostudent learning in their teaching from a managerial perspective whiletheir mentors tended to frame these issues from either human relationsor political perspectives, which led to different judgments aboutstudent learning. Through mentor­novice conversations aroundnovices’ lessons, the effective mentors were often able to engagenovices in reexamining student learning from an alternativeperspective, diagnosing the challenges, and thus, developingalternative teaching approaches to meet the learning needs of diversestudents.Second, other researchers (Strong & Baron 2004) showed thatvery few mentors from the same program as the above were able todirectly engage their novice teachers in examining their teachingcarefully from a more useful yet alternative perspective. Theyanalyzed 64 lesson­based conversations between 16 mentors and theirnovices and found that most mentors tended to avoid giving directadvice or simply offered indirect suggestions for novices’ teaching, ofwhich only one­third produced elaborated responses from theirnovices in order to sustain their relationship with their novices.
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Focuses and patterns of mentor­novice interactions around teaching
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Third, the other study (Wang, Strong, & Odell 2004) showed thefocus and patterns of mentor­novice interactions around novices’lessons in different countries were varied, which offered differentlearning opportunities for novices to learn to teach professionally.Drawing on the observations of novices’ lessons and mentor­novicediscussions about novice teaching from two U.S. and two Chinesementor­novice pairs in induction contexts, the study showed that in USmentor­novice conversations, mentors often solicited novices’comments and assessments on their own lessons using frequentquestions, seldom offered suggestions and critical comments on theirlesson, and focused more on individual student learning andmanagement. Such mentor­novice interactions reflected the U.S.decentralized curriculum control and individualist culture of teaching,in which, teachers did not have to rely on each other in improving theirteaching and the direct critique of one’s teaching was often seen as anintrusion into an individual teachers’ private arena. In Chinese mentorand novice conversations, mentors were more likely to offer directassessment, suggestions, and comments on novice’s lessons and focuson subject content and student understanding related to the lessons andthe alternative approaches to teaching. These interaction characteristicswere more consistent with the Chinese centralized curriculum controland the contrived teaching organization with subject content as a base,in which teachers with the same subject content backgrounds had torely on each other in improving their teaching and their teachingpractice was public and open for comments and suggestions from eachother.
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Influences of different mentoring relationships on novices’ teaching and
student learning
A number of studies explored the influences of different kinds ofmentoring relationships on novices’ teaching and student learning innovices’ classroom. They came to somewhat consistent findings aboutthe influences of mentoring relationships on novice teachers’ teachingbut the inconsistent findings about the influences of mentoringrelationships on student learning in novices’ classroom.
First, two studies examined the influences of different kinds ofmentoring relationships on novices’ conceptions of teaching andteaching practices and found the frequent interaction between mentorsand novices about novices’ teaching practices shaped novices’professional knowledge and practice of teaching. One study (Stanulis& Floden 2009) pre­ and post­ assessed 24 beginning teachers in aU.S. induction program on their ideas of classroom atmosphere,instruction and content, management, and student engagement. Itcompared the scores from those novice teachers who interacted weeklywith their mentors who were partially released and had intensivetraining with those scores from novice teachers who did not haveweekly interactions with their mentors who were not released and didnot receive intensive training. The researchers found that the scores ofbeginning teachers in intense and interactive mentoring relationshipsincreased more than those who were not in such mentoringrelationships, which suggested that frequent mentor­noviceinteractions with novices on novices’ teaching increased novices’professional knowledge of teaching. A case study (Wang & Paine,2001) analyzed the interviews, observations, reflections, anddocuments from a Chinese mentor­novice pair in the induction context.It found that the frequent mentor­novice interactions in which thementor modeled, analyzed, and reflected with the novice on eachother’s teaching following a progressive process changed the novice’mathematics teaching substantially toward the professional standardsas evidenced by observations of the novice’s teaching over a year.Second, other researchers examined the effects of having or nothaving mentoring relationships on the student performances in thebeginning teachers’ classrooms. They came to conflicting findingsabout the effects of having a mentoring relationship on studentperformances in novice teachers’ classrooms. Fletcher and Barrett(2004) compared the student reading performance data from theclasses of 70 beginning teachers who had an intensive relationshipwith mentors in an induction program in California with those datafrom the classes of their colleagues with moderate teachingexperiences and the classes of their experienced colleagues. They alsoonline surveyed the beginning teachers on the support that theyreceived from their mentors.
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The researchers found that the students in the beginning teachers’classrooms had almost equal and slightly higher performance scoresthan those in the classes of their experienced colleagues although lowerthan those in the classrooms of their colleagues with moderate teachingexperiences. They attributed such performances of beginning teachers’students to the influences of their intensive mentoring relationshipbecause the survey data showed that most beginning teachers thoughtthat their mentors helped them improve their instruction, planning,strategies, and management through their interactions about studentlearning and assessment data.However, another study (Huling & Resta, 2010) challenged theabove finding using the data from a different U.S. state. It collected thestudent performance scores in reading, writing, mathematics, science,and social studies on the state level standardized tests from the classesof beginning teachers and their colleagues in 165 elementary, 183middle and 103 high schools. It calculated the student performance gapbetween the classes of beginning teachers who interacted frequentlywith mentors on their teaching and the classes of their experiencedcolleagues, and the student performance gap between the classes ofbeginning teachers who did not receive mentoring support and theclasses of their more experienced colleagues. Then, they compared thetwo performance gaps with each other. The study showed that thestudent performances of beginning teachers with and withoutmentoring relationships lagged behind those of their experiencedcolleagues respectively and there was no statistically significantdifferences between the two gaps. The two findings suggest that thesubstantial support that beginning teachers received through theirmentoring relationships did not transfer to the gains of studentperformance in the classrooms of these beginning teachers’ classrooms.Third, several studies were developed to examine whether differentkinds of mentoring relationships affected student performances in thebeginning teachers’ classrooms differently. The findings from thesestudies again demonstrated conflicting results. Fletcher and Strong(2009) compared pre­ and post­student performances in mathematicsand language arts from the classrooms of 14 fourth and fifth gradebeginning teachers who worked with fully released mentors with thosefrom the classrooms of 16 beginning teachers who worked with school­
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based mentors in California. They found that students in theclassrooms of beginning teachers with full release mentors showedgreater gains in their performances than those in the classrooms ofbeginning teachers with school­based mentors. The researchersconcluded that the intense mentoring relationship that beginningteachers with full released mentors experienced played an importantrole in producing the better student performance gain.In contrast, a series of studies conducted by researchers at theMathematica Policy Research, using much larger databases in a three­year stage, came to mixed findings about the effect of intensivementoring (Glazerman, et al., 2008, 2010; Isenberg et al., 2009). In thefirst year study, the researchers interviewed and surveyed theelementary beginning teachers and their mentors, observed thebeginning teachers’ mathematics and reading lessons, and assessedtheir student performances in mathematics and reading. Theycompared the data collected from those teachers in 210 schools wherethe intensive mentoring relationships were implemented with thoseteachers in 208 schools without intensive mentoring relationships. Theresearchers found that beginning teachers in the intensive mentoringrelationships had more stable mentors and more frequent mentor­novice interactions than those without intensive mentoringrelationships but the teaching practices and student performance inmathematics and reading were not statistically different between thetwo groups.In the second year study, the researchers interviewed and surveyedthose beginning teachers still involved in teacher induction, andassessed their students’ performances in mathematics and reading inthe two groups of schools. They found that beginning teachers withintensive mentoring relationships still had more stable mentors andmore frequent mentor­novice interactions than those without intensivementoring relationships but they received less support in their secondyear. Again, the student performances in mathematics and readingwere not statistically different between the two groups.In the third year study, the researchers collected data similar to thesecond year from the two groups and found that beginning teachers inthe intensive mentoring relationships were no longer different from
68 Wang & Fulton ­ Mentor­Novice Relationships and Learning
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those without the intensive mentoring relationships in terms of thelevel of support they received from their mentors. However, theirstudent performances in mathematics and reading in the classrooms ofbeginning teachers with intense mentoring support were statisticallyhigher than those in the classrooms of beginning teachers withoutintensive mentoring.
Section Summary
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Several findings emerged from our review in this section. First, weidentified three kinds of mentoring relationships in the induction periodincluding those of responsive, interactive, and directive. Theserelationships could occur to a particular mentoring pairinterchangeably during the induction. However, beginning teachers andmany of their mentors in various cultural and national contexts tendedto value the mentoring relationships with responsive characteristics, inwhich beginning teachers were able to set the agenda for theirinteractions with mentors based on their individual needs, concerns,and problems and what they offer on an a needed basis.In this line of research, few studies were developed to analyze thecharacteristics of the conceptions and practices of teaching thatbeginning teachers preferred to develop through their mentoringrelationship. Even fewer used these characteristics as a basis toexamine their perceptions of effective mentoring relationships and thesimilarities and differences between these characteristics and those ofwell­conceptualized teaching based on professional knowledge andstandards. Without such studies, we cannot be sure whether thementoring relationships beginning teachers perceived as effective forlearning to teach professionally. In addition, the findings aboutdifferent kinds of mentoring relationships in induction were based on alimited sample from one program, which can prevent its generalizationto the boarder contexts.Second, we also captured several interesting patterns andcharacteristics of mentor­novice interactions on novices’ teaching thatmight extend or limit novice teachers’ chances in learning to teachprofessionally. Effective mentors in the US were able to engage
novices in the conversation about teaching practice, in which theyoften challenged their novice teachers’ idea and judgment of theirteaching practice and pushed their novices to examine issue ofteaching and learning from alternative perspectives. Chinese mentorswere more likely to offer direct assessment, suggestions, andcomments on novices' lessons, on subject content, and relevant studentunderstanding than their US counterparts. The unique contexts ofcurriculum control and teaching organization in each country couldshape the above differences in the focuses and patterns of mentor­novice interactions in each country.However, few studies in this area were developed to tie theseinteraction patterns and characteristics to what novice teachers actuallylearned and how they used what they learned in their classrooms.Again, studies in this area either involved a few cases or used samplesfrom one program, which again prevent a careful examination aboutthe causes of these interaction focuses, patterns, and characteristics andwhether or to what extent these focuses, patterns, and characteristicswere more likely to occur in the mentoring relationships in broadercontexts.Third, emerging from our review are the examples of how intensivementor­novice interactions on teaching could contribute to beginningteachers’ conceptions and knowledge necessary for teachingprofessionally and their actual teaching as envisioned by theprofessional standards. However, studies in this area were few andunderdeveloped. The conceptual base for measuring the aboverelationship is also weak. What are the necessary knowledge and skillsfor effective teaching and relevant mentoring relationships? What arethe characteristics of effective teaching for student learning? These arestill questions that are not properly answered and yet these answersplay an important role in developing a conceptual base for the above­suggested studies.Fourth, our review further showed mixed findings about the impactsof intense mentoring on student performance through influencingbeginning teachers’ teaching practice. Some studies showed thatbeginning teachers involved in intensive mentoring were able toproduce higher student performances than their more experiencedcolleagues and those who were not involved in such mentoring
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relationships while other studies challenged these findings. One reasonfor these mixed findings can be that the influences of intensivementoring were based pretty much on whether and how often mentorsand novices met and talked about teaching, leaving what they actuallytalked about and how they talked about teaching unexamined anduncharacterized. Thus, the potential variation in quality of the intensivementoring might have different influences on novice teaching qualityand compromise the results in different studies.Another reason can be that teaching and student performances canbe influenced by many other factors directly and indirectly. Without aclear understanding about these factors and their competing and/orinteractive influences and taking these influences into consideration indesigning studies, the mixed findings can easily occur. All the existingstudies are based on the assumption that teaching is the only directfactor responsible for student performances; however, this assumptionis again not well sustained (Kennedy, 2010). If it is, whether teachingcan be changed alone by the reform policy and practice, such asstructured intensive mentoring relationships, have not been clearlyconceptualized and sustained (Cuban, 1993; Sykes, Bird, & Kennedy,2010).
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What Mentors and Novices Bring into TheirRelationship and Its Consequences
Research on teacher mentoring before the 90s has been flooded withstudies focusing on the characteristics of mentors, their dispositions,and skills necessary for their mentoring work. The underlyingassumption of this body of research is that mentors are more powerfuland dominant than their novices in developing positive mentoringrelationships and bring about positive outcomes for the novice teacher.However, as shown in the analyses of mentoring in the contexts oforganization management (Feldman, 1999) and reform­mindedteaching (Wang & Odell, 2007), both mentors and novices cancontribute to the characteristics and functional or dysfunctionaloutcomes of their relationships with either consistent or inconsistentexpectations, experiences, knowledge, and skills. In this section, wepresent specific findings from our review in relation to the above
Influences of matching and mismatching expectations between mentorsand novices
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Several studies explored the influences of matching and mismatchingexpectations and conceptions between mentors and novices on theeffectiveness of mentor and novice communication about teaching.These studies also examined whether such differences in matchingcould lead, eventually, to different results of beginning teachers’learning to teach professionally.Drawing on interviews and conferences with the participants andtheir own logs and documentation about their relationships from a U.S. induction program, researchers (Bullough & Draper, 2004)demonstrated a case study on a triad relationship between a mentor, auniversity supervisor, and an intern. In the relationship, theincompatible initial positioning of their own role and that of othersshaped the negotiation of power and position and the dysfunctionalcommunication on teaching among three parties. This negotiation andcommunication ultimately interfered with the intern’s effectiveinduction into teaching. Another case study (Bradbury & Koballa,2008) analyzed the data of interviews, observations, and lesson­basedconferences from two mentoring relationships in the year­longinternship program in US. It found that the compatible initialconceptions of mentoring, expectations for mentor­novicecommunication, and beliefs about teaching in one pair lead to a moreharmonious relationship between the mentor and the novice. Theincompatible initial conceptions of mentoring, expectations for mentorand novice communication, and beliefs about teaching in the other pairled to a more contentious relationship between the mentor and novice.Using interview and observation data from two elementary mentoringrelationships over a two­year period in US, Norman and Feiman­Nemser (2005) showed that mentors with effective teaching andmentoring skills could only be effective in supporting their beginningteachers to learn to teach professionally when their beginning teachersdeveloped compatible personal history and dispositions for their rolein their relationship with mentors.
assumptions in teacher induction.
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Influences of mentor and novice initial recognitions about each other’steaching
Other studies investigated the influences of the initial recognitions thatmentors and novices developed about each other’s practice andknowledge of teaching on the dispositions that the mentor and noviceassumed for their roles in their relationship. They further exploredwhether and how these dispositions shaped the interaction patterns intheir mentoring relationships.Drawing on survey, observation, interivew, and artifact data fromsix pairs of elementary mentoring relationhsips in the US, Roehrig,Bohn, Turner, and Pressley (2008) found that in contrast to lesseffective mentoring relationships, the mentoring relationships thatsupported beginning teachers’ use of effective teaching practices oftenhad the following characteristics. The mentors were more effectiveteachers while beginning teachers had more accurate self­awareness oftheir own strengths and challenges related to their mentors’ teachingpractices in the beginning. Consequently, the mentors were morewilling to engage beginning teachers in frequent interaction aroundinstruction while beginning teachers were more open to learn fromtheir mentors. Wang and Odell (2003) analyzed the survey, interview,observation, and document data from two mentoring relationships inone elementary classroom in an alternative route program in the USurban school context. They found that although the two mentors haddeveloped effective writing instruction as envisioned by theprofessional standards, their interactions with two beginning teachersin their classroom were quite different as shaped by their understandingof what each beginning teacher wanted to learn about writinginstruction. Each beginning teacher also positioned themselvesdifferently towards their relationship with the mentors based on theirassessment of the mentors’ teaching practices and whether suchpractice was what they wanted to emulate. In another case study withtwo elementary mentoring relationships in a fifth year internshipprogram in two US schools, Wang (2010) showed that in onerelationship, both the mentor and novice recognized that they hadcompatible conceptions of good mathematics teaching and thus,developed consistent expectations for each other’s role in their relation­
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ship. These consistencies led to effective and frequent communicationin the relationship that focused on moving the beginning teachertowards mathematics teaching as expected by the professionalstandards. In contrast, the other beginning teacher moved towardmathematics teaching encouraged by the school but discouraged by thestandards due to the mentor and novice’s inconsistent images of eachother’s teaching and expectations for their roles in their mentoringrelationship.
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Influences of novices’ thinking and mentors’ emotion on their
relationship
Two studies explored how the quality of novices’ thinking aboutteaching and how the mentors’ emotional needs has an importantinfluence on their mentoring relationships. Bullough, Young, Hall,Draper, and Smith (2008) collected the scores of nine U.S. beginningteachers on the reasoning tests measuring cognitive complexity andthe reflections from these beginning teachers and their mentors abouttheir role expectations for mentoring relationships, conceptions ofteaching problems, and the use of evidence for justifying their beliefs.By comparing two kinds of data sources, these researchers found thatthe levels of beginning teachers’ cognitive complexity were associatedwith the different conceptions and expectations that mentors andnovices held for their relationships, which might cause different levelsof tensions and disappointments in their mentoring relationships. Thehigher the level of beginning teachers’ cognitive complexity, the lowerthe level of tension and disappointment the mentor and novice teacherswould experience and vice versus.Drawing on individual and group interview data from ninesecondary school mentor teachers in a U.S. internship program,Bullough and Draper (2004) explored the emotional aspects ofmentoring relationships and their consequences on mentoringrelationships. They found that mentors were not only expected toattend to both the emotional and professional needs of their novice butalso they often hid from their novices the intensity and complexity oftheir work and wanted to be liked, respected, and appreciated by theirnovicesc and their colleagues. Consequently, their relationships with
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novices were under the stress of their complex duties as mentors andtheir own personal emotional needs, which could shape their focusesand the ways of working with their novices in their mentoringrelationships.
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Section Summary
Our review in this section sheds some light on several conceptualassumptions in the literature of mentoring about the influences of whatmentors and novices brought into their relationships on theirrelationships and thus, what novices learned about teaching. First, theroles that both mentors and novices expected for themselves and eachother to play in their relationships, to an extent, influence the focusesand patterns of mentor and novice interactions in their relationship,which could either support or limit beginning teachers’ opportunities tolearn to teach professionally. Second, their role expectations forthemselves and each other could be influenced by their initialassessment of whether there was matching or mismatching betweentheir conceptions and practices of teaching, existing knowledge andskills for working in their relationship, as well as novices’ cognitivecomplexity and mentors’ emotional preparation for their relationship.These findings seem to be useful in helping explain why the resultsfrom mentoring relationships from similarly structured inductionprograms and in similar school contexts can be substantially differentfrom each other (Wang & Odell, 2007).However, these findings were generated pretty much from limitedcase studies involving a few pairs of mentoring relationships in oneprogram. Such a limitation in methodology, to an extent, prevents thegeneralization of these findings to the broader context of teacherinduction. Deeper qualitative studies involving different mentoringrelationships at different grade levels, in different subject areas, andschool contexts and the large scale studies that survey and observe therelationships between what mentors and novices bring into theirrelationship, what they do in the relationships, and what beginningteachers learn from their relationship are necessary. To conduct thesestudies, a further and clearer conception of what they bring into, whatthey did in, and what beginning teachers learn from their relationships
is necessary in guiding the design and interpretation of these studies.In spite of the above limitation, these findings offer severalimplications for policy makers and practitioners in teacher induction.First, it is important to select mentors carefully for their mentoringrelationships by considering their conceptions and skills of teachingand mentoring necessary for supporting beginning teachers’ learning toteach professionally. Second, it is also important to match mentors andnovices with compatible personal qualities for the mentoringrelationship. More importantly, proper initial training needs to bedeveloped for both mentors and novices in preparing them for theirrelationships along with on­going support for both mentors andnovices in their relationships.
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The Influences of Program Contextson Mentor­Novice Relationships
Most mentoring relationships in teacher induction are structured andsupported through various induction programs with multiplecomponents, such as policy mandates, financial and human resources,training, implementations, and evaluations (Ehrich, Hansford, &Tennent, 2004; Feiman­Nemser et al., 1998; Sweeny & DeBolt, 2000).However, the influences of different components of inductionprograms on what mentors and novices do in their relationships andthe ways in which such influence occur are not well understood.One popular assumption is that the components of comprehensiveinduction programs have a strong influence on what mentors andnovices do and the results of beginning teachers’ learning to teachprofessionally and effectively (Barnett, Hopkins­Thompson, & Hoke,2002; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). These components include theorientation for mentors and novices, professional developmentactivities for novices, and selecting, training, and guiding mentors toobserve, reflect, and formatively assess beginning teacher’s teaching(Hobson, Ashby, Malderez, & Tomlinson, 2009). In the following, wepresent our review findings about the influences of various inductionprogram components on the mentoring relationships.
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Components of induction program that influence mentor­novicerelationships
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Several studies examined the induction program components thatinfluence mentor­novice relationships and its outcomes based onperceptions of mentors and novices. Nielsen, Barry, and Addison(2007) analyzed the surveys of 826 elementary, secondary, and specialeducation beginning teachers from a US induction program thatstructured a formal mentoring relationship as a key component overmultiple years. They found that the novices tended to view theirchances to have a formal relationship with the mentors who had time toobserve and discuss their teaching. They also valued the professionaldevelopment activities for them during the program. The study(Bickmore & Bickmore, 2010) that surveyed and interviewed 27beginning teachers and 16 of their mentors in a US comprehensiveinduction program in which mentoring relationships as a maincomponent came to a similar conclusion. Most participants in the studyvalued their mentoring relationships and team professionaldevelopment.Drawing on journals and interviews from 16 elementary andsecondary beginning teachers who completed their induction programin England, McCormack, Gore, and Thomas (2006) found that mostparticipants felt the orientation sessions at both the district and schoollevel regarding the policies, regulations, resources and supportivepersonnel available were the most useful component of their inductionprogram. While the elementary participants welcomed a strongrelationship with their mentors from the same grade level, who wereable to engage them in professional conversation, offer suggestionsbased on the observation about their teaching, or even teach with them.The secondary participants placed less value on their mentors whowere often not from the same subject areas and were responsible forassessing their qualification officially while placing greater value ontheir colleagues in the same subject area from other schools as informalmentors to discuss and share their ideas and concerns of teaching.
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Several studies examined the influences of induction program policiesand implementation on mentoring relationships. They together suggestthat the program implementation process is worth a careful explorationas it impacts the mentoring relationship differently even in the sameprogram. These studies showed the combination of influences ofprogram policies and implementations impacted the mentoringrelationships from the perspectives of mentors and novices.Interviewing 374 randomly selected first­ and second­year teacherson their experiences of official mentoring in their induction program inthree US states, researchers (Kardos & Johnson, 2010) found thatalthough assigned experienced teachers as their mentors, new teachersoften had inappropriate mentor­novice matches. Low percentages ofthem were observed by or had conversations with their mentors aboutthe core activities of teaching, especially in low­income schools or inmathematics, science, and technology areas. Bauer and LeBlanc (2002)examined the beginning teacher perceptions about the impact ofmentoring in one US induction program using focus group interviewswith 35 groups of beginning teachers as its data base. They revealedthat many beginning teachers in the study were not aware of howmentors were assigned with attention to time and location. However,the participants in those effective relationships reported that mentorswere able to focus on improving participants’ teaching practice,modeling effective practice, and acting as a critical friend.Other studies examined carefully the influences of inductionprogram policies on the mentoring relationship and its result. Alhijaand Fresko (2010) surveyed 118 mentors working in comprehensiveinduction programs in Israel, where mentoring was a key componentand revealed that mentoring policies were significantly correlated tomentoring activities and mentors' attitudes. The satisfied mentoringrelationships were often related to the program policy on therecruitment, training, and matching of mentors with beginningteachers. Youngs (2007) interviewed elementary and secondary first­and second­year teachers, their mentors, principals, and districtadministrators and observed mentor­novice interactions and other
Influences of program policy implementation on mentor­novicefelationships
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induction activities in two US induction programs and made thefollowing findings. Although the two districts served similar studentpopulations and had similar policies about mentor training and workconditions, their policy differences in mentor selection and assignmentallowed the beginning teachers in one district to experience higherquality assistance through their mentoring relationships than theircounterparts in the other district in light of acquiring curricularknowledge, planning instruction, and reflecting on practice. A study(Kilburg, 2007; Kilburg & Hancock, 2006) surveyed and interviewed149 mentoring teams in four US school districts over a 2­year period.They showed that the insufficient time assigned for mentoring workand inappropriate mentor­novice matches based on personality, gradelevel, and the same school impacted the effects of mentoringrelationships the most. These problems were associated withinadequate program policies about mentoring programs and mentoringrelationships, assessment, financial commitments, mentor selection,and training for problem solving. They were also associated with theschool principal's role and how program coordinators andadministrators used their time in implementing the program.
Influences of mentor­training on mentor­novice relationships
The other component of the induction program examined by theresearch in this area was kinds of mentor training in inductionprograms and their influences on mentoring relationships and theiroutcomes. These studies explored several focuses and ways of mentortraining and their expected influences.Koballa, Kittleson, Bradbury, and Dias (2010) collected andanalyzed interviews, group discussions, written cases, and postingsfrom 37 secondary mentor teachers who participated in a US science­specific mentor training program. They found that the training programwas able to help participants learn to use the discourse of scienceteaching, classroom observation, and interpersonal mentoringstrategies to mediate their thinking about mentoring. These skills andstrategies were assumed important to help mentors respond to thechallenges and dilemmas that beginning teachers might encounter in
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their science teaching. Tang and Choi (2005) examined the influencesof the theory­and­practice connection model of mentor training on thementoring competences of 52 mentors using group interviews in HongKong. They found that participants were able to connect the research­based knowledge conveyed in their training course with their structuredmentoring practice in the program. Such a connection helped improvetheir conceptual understanding of mentoring, empathetic understandingof beginning teachers, and their competence in mentoring. However,some participants expressed difficulty in applying what they learned tothe actual mentoring in their schools. Researchers (Crasborn,Hennissen, Brouwer, Korthagen, & Bergen, 2008) collected andanalyzed the pre­ and post­ mentor training observations from 40elementary mentors in a mentor training program on versatilesupervisory skills for communication with novice teachers in England.They found that although mentors had acquired seven supervisoryskills for communication before receiving any type of training, afterreceiving training, an increase in the frequency and duration wasobserved among the mentors in using these supervisory skills forstimulating reflection among beginning teachers. Other researchers(Harrison, Lawson, & Wortley, 2005) examined the influences ofmentor training that engaged 30 secondary mentors in England inlearning how to support novices for using self­evaluation about theirlearning to teach. They analyzed the audio­ and video­taped meetingsthat the mentors developed with beginning teachers at different pointsof their training and found that mentors who participated in this projectwere able to use the “prompts” and adopt different styles in engagingnovices in self­reflection about their teaching.
Our review in this section leads us to the following findings about therelationship between various components of comprehensive inductionprograms and mentor­novice relationships. First, mentors and novicesseemed to agree that the formal and properly structured mentoringcomponent in the program could help develop more frequentprofessional conversations and careful observations of and feedback onbeginning teachers’ teaching in their mentoring relationships. This is
Section Summary
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the case especially when mentor­novice relationships were matchedaccording to compatible personality and grade level and when mentorsdid not have the role of assessing the qualifications of their beginningteachers.However, few studies were devoted to capturing what actuallyhappened in the mentoring relationships and their discussions and itsimpacts on the specific conceptions and practices of beginningteachers’ teaching based on observation. It is even rare that a literature­based conception of effective teaching was used as a base for theanalysis about the influences of mentoring components on beginningteachers’ learning to teach professionally. Especially, it is rare to seethe studies that examine the above influences by comparing those whoare exposed to the mentoring component of the program with thosewho are not or by pre­ and post­assessments of those in the mentoringprogram based on professional standards of teaching (Shavelson &Towne, 2002).Second, when these induction program policies were notimplemented consistently, their influences also varied from substantialto little. Again, few studies in our review assessed the influences ofprogram policies and implementations based on a careful literature­based conception of effective teaching. It is even rare to see that anystudies were devoted to examining the relationship between whatactually happened in the mentoring relationships and its impacts on thespecific conceptions and practices of beginning teachers’ teachingunder the influences of these program policies and implementations.Third, our review in this section suggests that the carefullyconceptualized and thoughtfully delivered mentoring training couldinfluence various kinds of conceptions, knowledge, and skillsnecessary for mentoring practices that support beginning teachers’learning to teach professionally. However, whether and to what extentthese influences could be sustained and become generative is still aquestion that has not been well explored.The existing studies in the field failed to examine the relationshipbetween what actually happened in the mentoring relationship and itsimpacts on the specific conceptions and practices of beginningteachers’ teaching under the particular kinds of influences of mentoringtraining. It is rare to find studies that examine how well beginning
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teachers are prepared and supported through novice training in order tobe engaged in mentoring relationships for learning to teachprofessionally. Such an examination is important since, as we pointedout earlier, mentoring relationships could be shaped by what both thementor and novice bring into their relationship (Feldman, 1999; Wang& Odell, 2007).Overall, the studies reviewed in this section are few, eitherqualitative in nature or using smaller sample sizes from one program.Such a situation prevents the findings in this section from beinggeneralized to broader contexts of teacher induction, on the one hand.On the other hand, it also limits the chances to conduct a reliable meta­analysis about the influences of specific induction program componentsusing accumulated and consistently focused studies.
Influences of School Contexts on MentoringRelationships and Novices’ Teaching
The influences of school contexts on mentor­novice relationships canbe reasonably assumed for several reasons. First, beginning teachers’learning to teach is situated in the school where their teachingpractices are exposed to the various influences in their school context.These influences include the demographic characteristics of students(Ladson­Billings, 1999), ways in which curriculum, instruction, andassessment are developed and required for teaching (Cohen &Spillane, 1992), how teachers are organized to work, and the culturaltraditions of the teaching and social relationships in the school(Feiman­Nemser & Floden, 1986; Lortie, 1975). These school contextsplay an important role in shaping teachers’ identities as teachers intheir early teaching careers as shown in the longitude documentationof their development (Flores & Day, 2006). Second, mentorsthemselves are often experienced teachers in the school contexts andtheir expertise are shaped by the existing school cultures andorganizations, which may not reflect or support the kind of teachingthat beginning teachers need to develop as expected by theprofessional knowledge and standards (Cochran­Smith, 2001;Cochran­Smith & Lytle, 1999; Puk & Haines, 1999). Third, the effectsof induction programs have to be realized through school organization
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and contexts, in which mentors can not avoid the tension and conflictsbetween various influences in schools, the needs and expectations ofthe program, and personal characteristics of mentors and novices evenif mentors can be selected, trained, and assigned to work with noviceexternally (Devos, 2010). In this section, we present our reviewfindings about the influences of school contexts on mentoringrelationships and beginning teachers’ learning to teach professionally.
Influences of school culture, organization, and curriculum on mentor­
novice relationship
Some researchers explored the direct influences of school culture,organization, and curriculum assessment systems on how mentors andnovices thought about mentoring, their interaction patterns, andbehaviors in their relationships. The review results of these studies arepresented below.Drawing on the interview data from 50 second year teachers inMassachusetts, Kardos, Johnson, Peske, Kauffman, and Liu (2001)characterized three types of professional cultures in different schools,each of which influenced mentoring relationships differently. Inveteran­oriented cultures, veteran teachers determined the norms ofinteractions with little attention to the needs of beginning teachers.Mentors were assigned to novices to strengthen and transfer the schoolculture to their novices while novices seldom met their ofteninaccessible mentors, who either taught in different subjects or gradelevels or were uninformed about the instructional issues that novicesmost wanted to discuss. In novice­oriented cultures, the inexperiencedteachers determined the norms of professional interaction with littleexperienced guidance. Schools often had great difficulty providingmentors to beginning teachers and mentor–novice interactions wereinfrequent with a focus on moment­to­moment crises. In integratedprofessional cultures, beginning teachers received sustained supportfrom colleagues across experience levels. Mentor­novice interactionswere regular and frequent, in which both parties shared their thoughtsabout teaching, and the new approaches of teaching were oftendiscussed and tried through the mentoring relationships.
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Wang (2001) analyzed the interviews and weekly logs collected over ayear from twenty­three US, UK, and Chinese mentors and novicesincluding some US and all the Chinese mentoring pairs in the inductionprograms. He found that the decentralized curriculum and teacher­controlled assessment shaped the beliefs of US mentors and novicesabout the importance for beginning teachers to know individualstudents and develop their own styles and philosophies of teaching. Theresponsability of working with many novices in different school, ofwhich they were outsiders, pushed US mentors to have fewer butlonger interactions with their novices focused on general issues ofstudents and teaching. In contrast, the centralized curriculum andassessment influenced the beliefs of Chinese mentors and novices inthat novices should learn how to understand the centralized curriculumand textbooks. Furthermore, Chinese mentors taught in the same gradelevel and subject areas as their novices, and they taught larger classesbut fewer lessons each day. These contexts allowed them to developfrequent interactions around the issues of subject­related pedagogy.
Influence of compatible and incompatible program and schoolscontexts
A few studies examined the influences of the compatible andincompatible situations between school contexts, mentoring programs,and mentor and novice personal characteristics on mentoringrelationships. These studies showed to what extent, school contexts,mentoring programs, and mentor and novice's personal characteristicscan be compatible with each other often influence greatly the functionsof the mentoring relationship in supporting novice teachers’ learning toteach.Drawing on interview data from seven second­year beginningteachers, four department heads in schools, and five mentors inEngland, Dymoke and Harrison (2006) examined the incompatiblesituation between the expectations of an induction program and theexpectations of the school contexts and its influences on the mentoringrelationships. Their analysis indicated that the expectations of a schoolwhere students and teachers were not held accountable for theirperformances did not encourage their beginning teachers to become
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self­monitoring or critically reflective practitioners as envisioned bythe program. Consequently, the beginning teachers experienced a formof mentoring with a focus on teaching procedures inconsistent withtheir personal and professional goals. By surveying 243 Israelibeginning teachers in the comprehensive induction programs, Nasser­Abu Alhija and Fresko (2010) found that the compatible expectationsand practices between the induction program and school contexts led tothe satisfied experiences of mentors and novices about their programs.Their hierarchical regression analysis suggested that these compatiblesupports included the ecological support from the mentor, help fromthe principal, assistance from other school colleagues, reasonableworkload, and relevant teacher training. Among these compatiblesupports, mentors and school colleagues had the greatest impact onbeginning teaches’ socialization into teaching. In another survey studyinvolving 169 Israeli science and technology secondary teachers, theresearcher (Shapira­Lishchinsky, 2009) came to some challengingfindings. The mentoring relationships with a focus on conceptualunderstanding of teaching were associated with beginning teachers’perceptions of mentoring effectiveness in different kinds of departmentcultures in different schools. No significant “fit” between anymentoring relationships and particular department cultures in differentschools was found related to beginning teachers’ perceptions ofmentoring.
Section Summary
Our review in this section led us to the following understandings aboutthe influences of school contexts on mentoring relationships in theinduction programs and thus, on novice teachers’ learning to teachprofessionally. First, the curriculum and assessment systems used, theways in which teaching and mentoring were structured, how studentsare organized for teaching, and the professional culture in the schoolscould exert powerful and direct influences on the beliefs of mentorsand novices about mentoring and their focuses and patterns ofinteractions in mentoring relationships. However, the consequences ofthe mentoring relationships shaped by these school contexts on thespecific conceptions and practice of beginning teachers’ teaching werenot captured based on interviews and observations. Thus, whether or to
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what extent the influences of school contexts on mentoringrelationships can prompt beginning teachers’ teaching practices is still aquestion that deserves further investigation.Second, the influences of compatibility between the programexpectations and requirements and the school contexts on mentoringrelationships were not sufficiently sustained with consistent evidence.One reason can be the differences between what mentors and novicesperceived as effective mentoring for beginning teachers’ learning toteach and what actually happened in their relationships that positivelyimpacted their learning to teach professionally. These differences canlead to compromised results. Few studies in the relevant literatureassessed the influences of the compatibility or incompatibility betweenthe program expectations and the school contexts on what mentors andnovices did in their relationships and on the specific conceptions andpractices of beginning teachers’ teaching professionally based oncareful observations. Research that compared those who were in thecompatible situation with those who were not in capturing theinfluences of either situation on what novices learned were also rare.
Conclusion
In the beginning, we conceptualized several focuses for this review assuggested in the literature (Carver & Katz, 2004) including: Whatkinds of mentor relationship are out there? What happens in theserelationships? What are the influences of these relationships on noviceteachers’ learning to teach professionally and student learning? Howthese relationships are shaped by the combination of competingfactors, among which, what mentor and novice bring into theirrelationship, their program, and school contexts? Our review of theexisting empirical research helped us develop a much clearer pictureabout these focuses and questionsFirst, through this review, we have developed a better understandingabout the kinds of mentoring relationships that mentors and novicespreferred and what and how mentors and novices talked about teachingin their mentoring relationships. Our review seems to suggest positivelink between what mentors and novices do in their relationship and
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their beginning teachers’ teaching practice is emerging from theexisting literature. However, a possible positive link between anintensive mentoring relationship and student performance in beginningteachers’ classrooms is still assumed rather than sustained empiricallyas argued in the literature (Darling­Hammond, 2005).Second, we have identified substantial evidences for the assumptionin the literature (Feldman, 1999; Wang & Odell, 2007) that theexpectations, conceptions, knowledge, and skills of teaching andmentoring, and the cognitive and emotional preparation that mentorand novice bring into their relationships could shape their relationshipstoward functional or dysfunctional directions. However, the link ofthese expectations, conceptions, knowledge, skills of teaching andmentoring to the quality of novice teachers’ learning to teachprofessionally is still unable to be sustained empirically.Third, our review also found that the implementation of programpolicies and training for mentors can be important in influencing thequality of mentoring relationships in the programs as assumed(Feiman­Nemser & Parker, 1992a). However, few studies focused onthe program training to prepare novices for their relationship withmentors. Again, we are still not clear whether mentoring relationshipsunder the influences of the program components, implementation, andmentor training has anything to do with what actually novice teachersare able to teach professionally and find their way into the studentperformances.Fourth, we have recognized in the relevant empirical literature thatthe school professional cultures, curriculum and assessment systemsand teaching and mentoring organizations can also play an importantrole in shaping the mentoring relationship situated in these contexts asassumed (Wang et al., 2008). We still have insufficient empiricalsupport for the connection between different kinds of school contexts,induction programs, mentoring relationships, and what novice teachersare able to learn to teach professionally.In short, our review suggests that the research on mentoringrelationships and mentoring practices as influenced by the personalfactors of mentors and novices as well as the program and schoolcontexts, and the influences of these relationships and practices onnovice teachers’ conceptions, knowledge, and skills of teaching profes­
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sionally are still fragmented, less well conceptualized, and scatteredeverywhere. This review is only to draw the attention of the researchcommunity to the important issues and directions of research in thefield and inspire further conceptions and research. These furtherconceptions and research studies will help build a more solidknowledge base upon which policy makers and program developerswill be able to develop effective mentoring programs that supportnovice teachers’ learning to teach professionally and effectively.
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